1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Convincing evidence supports the association between physical activity and lower risk of colon and breast cancers \[[@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0015]\]. Potential protective effect of physical activity on other cancer sites has been recently suggested \[[@bib0020], [@bib0025], [@bib0030], [@bib0035], [@bib0040], [@bib0045], [@bib0050], [@bib0055], [@bib0060], [@bib0065], [@bib0070]\], yet the evidence is less consistent and dose-response shape unknown \[[@bib0005]\]. Physical activity may exert major influences on cancer risk mainly through weight management and adiposity level \[[@bib0075],[@bib0080]\], and additionally *via* direct effects on hormones and inflammatory markers \[[@bib0085], [@bib0090], [@bib0095]\]. To obtain these health benefits the World Health Organization (WHO) recommends at least 600 metabolic equivalents of tasks-minute per week (MET-min/week) of total physical activity, which has been translated as 150 min/week in activities with moderate intensity (3--6 MET) or 75 min/week in vigorous activities (\>6 MET) \[[@bib0100]\]. However, higher levels of total physical activity (*i.e.*, ≥8000 MET-min/week) have been recently suggested to provide optimum risk reduction returns in non-communicable diseases (NCDs), especially for breast and colon cancers \[[@bib0105]\].

Globally, lack physical activity accounts for, on average, 12% of breast cancer and 18% of colon cancer \[[@bib0110]\]. To calculate the fraction of cancers due to lack of physical activity, both the distribution of physical activity at the population level (*e.g.*, prevalence of exposure) and the relative risk (RR) of cancer are required \[[@bib0115],[@bib0120]\]. Frequently, studies have obtained RR from meta-analyses comparing the most and the least active groups, which is heterogeneously defined across primary studies. Therefore, the definition of lack of physical activity cannot be consistently used to estimate the exposure level at the target population.

Studies on preventable fractions usually report the proportion of cancer that could be potentially avoided if exposure to a certain risk factor were eliminated (*i.e.*, theoretical minimum risk exposure level) \[[@bib0115],[@bib0120]\]. Notwithstanding informative, this scenario is unlikely to be reached at the population level. On the other hand, alternative scenarios considering plausible reductions in exposure level are sparse in the literature, despite its importance to inform policy makers and cancer prevention strategies. For instance, the WHO Global Action Plan for the Prevention and Control of NCDs (WHO 25 × 25) targeted a 10% reduction in the prevalence of insufficient physical activity for 2025 \[[@bib0125]\]. Reducing gender inequality in physical activity is also important \[[@bib0130],[@bib0135]\]. Globally, the prevalence of insufficient physical inactivity is, on average, 20% lower in women than in men \[[@bib0135]\]. There are also great disparities in insufficient physical activity within countries. For instance, prevalence of insufficient physical activity ranges from 41% to 58% in Brazilian states \[[@bib0140]\]. Reducing disparities in physical activity between gender and geographic areas may have a positive impact on population levels of physical activity. However, the extent to which these alternative scenarios of physical activity could potentially reduce the burden of cancer is unknown.

Herein we estimated preventable fractions of colon and breast cancer cases in Brazil by increasing population-wide physical activity to five different counterfactual scenarios: (i) reaching the theoretical minimum risk exposure level (≥8,000 MET-min/week), (ii) reaching the WHO recommendation for physical activity (≥600 MET-min/week) \[[@bib0100]\] (iii) a 10% reduction in prevalence of insufficient physical activity \[[@bib0125]\], (iv) increasing physical activity in each Brazilian state to levels observed in the most active state in Brazil, and (v) reducing gender differences in physical activity by increasing physical activity in women.

2. Methods {#sec0010}
==========

2.1. Data input {#sec0015}
---------------

### 2.1.1. Physical activity data: current distribution and counterfactual scenarios {#sec0020}

We used data from the National Health Survey (*Pesquisa Nacional de Saúde* -- PNS, 2013), the most recent nationally representative survey in Brazil, including 60,202 individuals aged 18 years and older. Further information about PNS has been reported elsewhere \[[@bib0145],[@bib0150]\]. In this study, we used information from 57,962 adults aged 20 years or older that responded the physical activity questionnaire.

Weekly frequency and duration (hours and minutes) of recreational, occupational, commuting (walking or cycling) to work, commuting to other daily activities, and household activities in a typical week were self-reported. The most frequent type of recreational activity (*e.g.*, walking, cycling, running, soccer) was also collected. We assigned MET for each domain of physical activity (recreational, occupational, commuting and household) according to 2011 compendium of physical activities (Table S1) \[[@bib0155]\]. To obtain the total volume of physical activity, we summed-up MET-min/week across domains of physical activity. We estimated total physical activity by sex, age-group (20--34, 35--44, 45--54, 65--74, and ≥75 years), and federative units in Brazil (*e.g.*, 26 states and 1 federal district). Total physical activity was categorized into four groups (\<600, 600--3,999, 4,000--7,999, and ≥8,000 MET-min/week) according to cut-offs used in the RR estimates.

We calculated the following counterfactual scenarios of physical activity ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}):i)Theoretical minimum risk exposure level: everyone reaches ≥8,000 MET-min/week \[[@bib0105]\];ii)WHO recommendation for physical activity: everyone achieves ≥600 MET-min/week \[[@bib0100]\];iii)WHO 25 × 25: a 10% reduction in the prevalence of insufficient physical activity (\<600 MET-min/week) \[[@bib0125]\];iv)Most active state: physical activity level in each federative unit equals the most active state in Brazil (Minas Gerais for women and Amapá for men);v)Gender equality: physical activity level is equal between women and men (reference group). Physical activity level in women was increased to levels observed in men.Fig. 1Current and counterfactual scenarios of physical activity (PA) among Brazilian adults, by sex.Fig. 1

### 2.1.2. Cancer data: relative risk and estimated Cancer incidence {#sec0025}

We included in our study only types of cancer with strong or highly suggestive evidence to be associated with physical activity, namely breast cancer in women (postmenopausal) and colon cancer \[[@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0015]\]. We extracted RR and 95% confidence intervals from a recent dose-response meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies (35 studies for breast cancer and 19 studies for colon cancer) \[[@bib0105],[@bib0160]\] synthesizing the associations of total physical activity (\<600, 600 to 3,999, 4000 to 7,999, and ≥8000 MET-min/week) with breast cancer (postmenopausal) and colon cancer (Table S2).

Estimated number of colorectal and breast cancer cases diagnosed in Brazil in 2012 by sex and age-group (20--34, 35--44, 45--54, 65--74, and ≥ 75 years) were retrieved from the GLOBOCAN project \[[@bib0165]\]. Estimated cancer cases for each federative unit in 2012 by sex was obtained from the Brazilian National Cancer Institute \[[@bib0170]\]. Both sources have been used to inform cancer prevention strategies in Brazil. Details about these estimated cancer incidence data have been published elsewhere \[[@bib0165],[@bib0170]\]. To obtain colon cancer cases only, we applied the proportion of this subtype by sex to total number of colorectal cancer cases (*i.e.*, colon, rectum, and anus) as reported in Cancer in Five Continents Volume X \[[@bib0175]\]. Breast cancer (postmenopausal) was defined as cases in women aged ≥45 years as reported in the GLOBOCAN 2012 \[[@bib0165]\] (Table S3).

2.2. Data analysis {#sec0030}
------------------

Preventable fractions of colon and breast cancers by sex and age-group were estimated for country and by sex for each federative unit using the following potential impact fraction (PIF) equation \[[@bib0115],[@bib0120]\]:$$PIF = \,\frac{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{P_{i}\,{RR}_{i} - {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{{P'}_{i}\,{RR}_{i}}}\,}}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{P_{i\,}{RR}_{i}}}$$where *P~i~* is the proportion of the population at the level *i* of physical activity, *P\'~i~* is the proportion of the population at the level *i* of physical activity in the counterfactual scenario, and *RR~i~* is the relative risk of postmenopausal breast cancer and colon cancer at the level *i* of physical activity. Levels *i* of physical activity were \<600, 600 to 3,999, 4,000--7,999, and ≥8,000 MET-min/week (reference group). PIF for the theoretical minimum risk exposure level scenario will be referred hereinafter as population attributable fraction (PAF), a special case of PIF where the exposure is eliminated \[[@bib0115],[@bib0120]\].

To calculate the number of avoidable cancer cases in each counterfactual scenario of physical activity, we applied PIF estimates to total number of postmenopausal breast cancer cases and colon cancer cases in 2012. We summed up number of avoidable breast and colon cancer cases and divided by total number of cancer cases (excluding non-melanoma skin cancer) to obtain preventable fraction of all cancer cases due to increase in population-wide physical activity in the corresponding counterfactual scenario.

Recent studies on preventable fractions of cancer due to lack of physical activity have considered about 10-year latency period to account for population aging and time since exposure (Table S4). We performed sensitivity analysis using number of new cancer cases projected for 2025 in Brazil by sex from GLOBOCAN \[[@bib0165]\]. Projections of cancer incidence were calculated by multiplying age-specific cancer incidence in 2012 by the population structure expected for 2025 \[[@bib0165]\].

Data analysis was performed in Stata version 15.0. Data input and scripts used in our study are available at <https://osf.io/5ut4z/>.

3. Results {#sec0035}
==========

3.1. Current distribution and counterfactual scenarios of physical activity {#sec0040}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nearly half (47.6%) of the Brazilian adults did not achieve the WHO recommendation of 600 MET-min/week, with a higher proportion of women (50.7%) than men (42.7%). Only 6% were engaged in ≥8,000 MET-min/week, the reference group used in our study to represent the theoretical minimum risk exposure level. The prevalence of ≥8,000 MET-min/week in men was almost 4 times as high as the prevalence in women ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). Counterfactual scenarios of physical activity by sex are presented in the [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}.

3.2. Theoretical minimum risk exposure level scenario {#sec0045}
-----------------------------------------------------

We estimated that 12.3% (6,712 cases) of postmenopausal breast cancers and 19.0% (3,630 cases) of colon cancers could be potentially avoided in Brazil in 2012 by reaching ≥8,000 MET-min/week. In women, preventable fractions of colon (19.6%) and postmenopausal breast cancers (12.3%) represented about 8,645 avoidable cancer cases. In men, preventable fractions of colon cancer (18.5%) represented 1,697 avoidable cancer cases. Avoidable cancer cases represented around 4.1% and 0.8% of all cancer cases diagnosed in 2012 in women and men, respectively ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). The highest PAFs for all cancers were found in the richest states of Brazil, namely Rio de Janeiro (0.8% in men; 2.6% in women), São Paulo (0.9% in men; 2.4% in women) and Distrito Federal (0.8% in men; 3.8% in women) ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}, Table S5-S7).Table 1Theoretical minimum risk exposure level (≥8,000 MET-min/week of physical activity): population attributable fraction (PAF) and number of avoidable cancer cases in Brazil in 2012, by sex, age, and cancer site.Table 1Sex & ageBreast, postmenopausalColonAll Cancers^\*^Cases (n)PAF (%)Avoidable cases (n)Cases (n)PAF (%)Avoidable cases (n)Cases (n)PAF (%)Avoidable cases (n)Overall*Total*54,59812.29671219,06319.043,630429,6572.4110,34220 to 34NANANA53816.558923,0660.398935 to 44NANANA1,04916.9717830,9200.5817845 to 5417,73911.752,0842,99117.2251570,7773.672,59955 to 6415,98612.121,9374,26618.1077299,7622.722,70965 to 7411,31412.651,4324,94219.57967102,7932.332,39975+9,55913.171,2595,27721.021,109102,3392.312,368  Men*Total*NANANA9,18918.471697219,0260.771,69720 to 34NANANA26115.31407,2850.554035 to 44NANANA42116.29699,7660.706945 to 54NANANA1,46216.5124129,1540.8324155 to 64NANANA2,26617.5339754,2480.7339765 to 74NANANA2,45919.1447161,1430.7747175+NANANA2,32020.6647957,4290.83479  Women*Total*54,59812.296,7129,87419.581,933210,6314.108,64520 to 34NANANA27717.824915,7800.314935 to 44NANANA62817.3810921,1540.5210945 to 5417,73911.752,0841,52917.8927341,6235.662,35755 to 6415,98612.121,9372,00018.7537545,5145.082,31265 to 7411,31412.651,4322,48319.9949741,6504.631,92875+9,55913.171,2592,95721.3063044,9104.211,889[^2]Fig. 2Estimated cancer cases and its preventable fractions by increasing physical activity in Brazil in 2012.Footnote:- PAF of all cancers in Brazil by increasing physical activity to theoretical minimum risk exposure level (everyone reaches ≥8,000 MET-min/week);- 27 Federative units: AC, Acre; AL, Alagoas; AP, Amapá; AM, Amazonas; BA, Bahia; CE, Ceará; DF, Distrito Federal; ES, Espírito Santo; GO, Goiás; MA, Maranhão; MT, Mato Grosso; MS, Mato Grosso do Sul; MG; Minas Gerais; PA; Pará; PB, Paraíba; PR, Paraná; PE, Pernambuco; PI, Piauí; RJ, Rio de Janeiro; RN, Rio Grande do Norte; RS, Rio Grande do Sul; RO, Rondônia; RR, Roraima; SC, Santa Catarina; SP, São Paulo; SE, Sergipe; TO, Tocantins;- Region-level: Bold lines represents five regions: North (AC, RO, AM, RR, AP, PA, TO), Northeast (MA, PI, CE, RN, PB, PE, AL, SE, BA), Mid-west (MT, MS, GO, DF), Southeast (MG, SP, ES, RJ), and South (PR, SC, RS)Fig. 2

3.3. Plausible counterfactual scenarios {#sec0050}
---------------------------------------

Plausible counterfactual scenarios of physical activity suggested number of avoidable cancer cases 5 to 46-fold lower than the theoretical minimum risk exposure level scenario. By achieving the physical activity recommendation, about 1.7% (1,113 cases) of postmenopausal breast cancers and 6% (1,137 cases) of colon cancers could be potentially avoided in 2012. Other plausible counterfactual scenarios of physical activity showed modest impact on cancer prevention. Eliminating gender differences in physical activity by increasing physical activity in women to levels observed in men could have avoided 1.1% (384 cases) of postmenopausal breast cancers and 0.6% (122 cases) of colon cancers. Increasing physical activity levels in Brazil to levels observed in the most active state could have avoided 0.3% (168 cases) of postmenopausal breast cancers and 1% (189 cases) of colon cancers. The WHO 25 × 25 goal for physical activity was the scenario with the worst performance, suggesting that about 0.2% (111 cases) of postmenopausal breast cancers and 0.6% (114 cases) of colon cancers could be potentially avoided ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Preventable fractions of cancers and number of avoidable cancer cases in Brazil in 2012 by increasing physical activity, according to sex, cancer site, and scenario.Table 2Cancer site & SexCases\
(n)TMREL\
(≥8,000 MET-min/week)PA recommendation\
(≥600 MET-min/week)10% reduction in\
insufficient PA\*\*Most active state^\#^Gender equality^±^PAF (%)Avoidable\
cases (n)PIF (%)Avoidable\
cases (n)PIF (%)Avoidable\
cases (n)PIF (%)Avoidable\
cases (n)PIF (%)Avoidable\
cases (n)**Breast, postmenopausal**Overall54,59812.296,7121.741,1130.171110.331681.09384MenNANANANANANANANANANANAWomen54,59812.296,7121.741,1130.171110.331681.09384  **Colon**Overall19,06319.043,6305.971,1370.601140.991890.64122Men9,18918.471,6975.725250.57531.151050.000Women9,87419.581,9336.206120.62610.85841.23122  **All Cancers**^\*^+ Overall429,6572.4110,3420.522,2500.052250.083580.12505Men219,0260.771,6970.245250.02530.051050.000Women210,6314.108,6450.821,7250.081730.122520.24505[^3][^4]

3.4. Sensitivity analysis {#sec0055}
-------------------------

Sensitivity analysis using number of new cancer cases projected for 2025 showed preventable fractions of breast and colon slightly lower than in the primary analysis. In the theoretical minimum risk exposure level scenario, avoidable cancer cases represented 1.0% and 5.6% of all cancer cases projected for 2025 in men and women, respectively. We estimated that increasing physical activity could potentially avoid 14,076 cancer cases in 2025, compared to 10,342 cancer cases estimated in the primary analysis ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Preventable fractions of cancers and number of avoidable cancer cases in Brazil in 2025^§^ by increasing physical activity, according to sex, cancer site, and scenario.Table 3Cancer site & SexCases\
(n)TMREL\
(≥8,000 MET-min/week)PA recommendation\
(≥600 MET-min/week)10% reduction in\
insufficient PA\*\*Most active state^\#^Gender equality^±^PAF (%)Avoidable\
cases (n)PIF (%)Avoidable\
cases (n)PIF (%)Avoidable\
cases (n)PIF (%)Avoidable\
cases (n)PIF (%)Avoidable\
cases (n)**Breast, postmenopausal**Overall76,11511.919,0601.751,3250.171320.322530.81832MenNANANANANANANANANANANAWomen76,11511.919,0601.751,3250.171320.322530.81832  **Colon**Overall28,73717.545,0165.031,3640.501361.203130.73299Men13,78916.892,2874.856150.48611.651730.000Women14,94818.152,7295.207490.52750.791401.41299  **All Cancers**^\*^Overall639,7633.2814,0760.632,6880.062690.135660.261,131Men333,8431.042,2870.286150.03610.081730.000Women305,9205.6011,7890.982,0740.102070.193930.541,131[^5][^6][^7]

4. Discussion {#sec0060}
=============

In this study we estimated preventable fractions of breast and colon cancer in Brazil by increasing population-wide physical activity to different counterfactual scenarios. About 12% of breast post-menopausal cancers and 19% of colon cancers in 2012 could be potentially avoided by reaching ≥8000 MET-min/week. When plausible counterfactual distributions of physical activity were considered, number of avoidable cancer cases were 5 to 46-fold lower than the aforementioned estimates. At best, about 1.3% of breast cancers and 6% colon cancers could be avoided by achieving the physical activity recommendation. Other counterfactual scenarios showed modest impact on cancer prevention.

Previous studies suggested that, on average, 12% of breast cancers and 18% of colon cancers are attributable to lack physical activity \[[@bib0110],[@bib0180], [@bib0185], [@bib0190], [@bib0195], [@bib0200], [@bib0205], [@bib0210], [@bib0215], [@bib0220], [@bib0225], [@bib0230], [@bib0235], [@bib0240], [@bib0245], [@bib0250], [@bib0255]\]. These results are similar to our PAF estimates, although comparing results is challenging due to methodological heterogeneity between studies (Table S4). Three different equations have been used to estimate PIF/PAF, but Levin's formula \[[@bib0260]\] has been most frequently used. Friedenreich and colleagues' study was the only one that estimated potential impact of different counterfactual scenarios of physical activity (*i.e.*, ≥3,000 MET-min/week and ≥600 MET-min/week) on cancer prevention \[[@bib0230]\]. Achieving the WHO recommendation for physical activity is the most frequent threshold used to define the theoretical minimum risk exposure level. Prevalence of total and leisure-time physical activity have been used to estimate the proportion of the population exposed to lack of physical activity (*i.e.*, below theoretical minimum risk exposure level). In this study, we used several categories of total physical activity (\<600, 600-3,999, 4,000--7,999, and ≥8,000 MET-min/week) to estimate preventable colon and breast cancer cases. Importantly, additional benefits of physical activity on cancer prevention were found far beyond the recommended level of 600 MET-min/week.

Cancer sites included in previous studies are also a concern. PAF estimates underlies a causal relationship assumption that physical activity decreases the risk of cancer. While the association between physical activity and colon cancer and breast cancer are unanimous in the PAF literature, other cancer sites, such as endometrial, lung, ovary, gastric-esophagus, bladder, and prostate have also been included in some studies (Table S4). Currently, the World Cancer Research Fund consider convincing the evidence for the association between physical activity and colon cancer; and probable for breast and endometrial cancers \[[@bib0015]\]. The last statement from the International Agency for Research on Cancer support the association for colon and breast cancers only \[[@bib0010]\]. Recently, a pooled analysis from 12 cohort studies \[[@bib0020]\] and several systematic reviews suggested that high physical activity is associated with lower risk of bladder \[[@bib0025]\], breast \[[@bib0105],[@bib0265],[@bib0270]\], colon \[[@bib0105],[@bib0275],[@bib0280]\], endometrial \[[@bib0030]\], oesophageal \[[@bib0035]\], gastric \[[@bib0035],[@bib0040]\], glioma \[[@bib0045]\], kidney \[[@bib0050]\], lung \[[@bib0055]\], ovarian \[[@bib0060]\], pancreas \[[@bib0065]\] and prostate \[[@bib0070]\]. Although physical activity could be confirmed with convincing protective effect on these cancers in the future, it's also likely presence of bias in the literature favoring studies showing "positive results" \[[@bib0285]\]. In fact, a recent umbrella review of literature on physical activity and cancer found hints of reporting bias (*i.e.*, small study effect and excess of significance bias) in about 15% of these meta-analyses \[[@bib0005]\]. Consequently, only associations between physical activity and colon and breast cancers were supported by strong and highly suggestive evidence, respectively \[[@bib0005]\]. Evidence of association with other cancer sites were not statistically significant (bladder, chronic/small lymphocytic lymphoma, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, follicular lymphoma, gastric, glioma, Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin\'s lymphoma, kidney, leukaemia, multiple myeloma, ovary, rectum, and thyroid) or were considered less consistent (endometrial, oesophageal, meningioma, lung, and pancreas) due to hints of uncertainty and/or bias in literature \[[@bib0005]\].

We included in our estimates only cancer sites with convincing evidence to be associated with physical activity, as well with available estimates of dose-response relationship. These criteria may have underestimated the overall contribution of physical activity on cancer prevention if associations with other cancer sites turn out to be confirmed genuine. Triangulation of evidence from multiple methodologies, approaches, and disciplines may help to strengthen causal inference on physical activity and cancer \[[@bib0290],[@bib0295]\]. Further results on type, intensity, and volume of physical activity from The Physical Activity Collaboration of the National Cancer Institute's Cohort Consortium \[[@bib0020]\]; cohort studies with repeated measures of physical activity over time; and studies exploring biological mechanisms linking physical activity and cancer may play an important role on appraisal of the evidence.

Our study has several limitations and assumptions. RR estimates for the association between physical activity and cancer in the Brazilian population are inexistent. We used RR derived from a recent dose-response meta-analysis using data from cohort studies conducted mainly in US and European countries. These estimates might not be applicable to Brazil, especially if the prevalence of effect modifiers differs between settings \[\[[@bib0300]\]\]. Some RR estimates included in this meta-analysis were adjusted by body mass index. Therefore, our preventable fractions estimates are likely to be underestimated by not considering the overall effect of physical activity mediated through adiposity, which is an established risk factor for breast and colon cancers \[[@bib0305],[@bib0310]\].

In our study, physical activity level was self-reported and therefore misclassification may have occurred. However, the PNS questionnaire showed reasonable reliability and validity compared to the Global Physical Activity Questionnaire, a validated questionnaire for physical activity surveillance recommended by the WHO \[[@bib0315]\]. Participants were asked about frequency and duration of physical activity in a typical week, but the questionnaire did not include information about intensity of activities. To define intensity of activities, we used a standard method by applying MET (Table S1) related to each domain of physical activity as described in the 2011 compendium of physical activities \[[@bib0155]\]. Questionnaires assessing physical activity level in the typical week tend to overestimate total energy expenditure compared to objective-measures (*e.g.,* doubly labelled water) \[[@bib0320]\]. Therefore, our estimates of preventable fractions due to physical activity may be underestimated. We used prevalence data from the most recent representative population-based survey conducted in Brazil in 2013, assuming that trends of physical activity have remained unchanged over time. In fact, leisure-time physical activity slightly increased in the 27 federative units in Brazil over the past few year, while a decrease in transportation physical activity was also observed \[[@bib0325]\]. Whether these changes affected total physical activity level in the whole country remains unknown and a matter of future studies.

Finally, attributable cancer cases were estimated using cancer cases from 2012 in Brazil. However, physical activity may not have an immediate impact on breast and colon cancers given the relatively long latency period of cancer. Therefore, we performed sensitivity analysis using projected cancer cases for 2025 in Brazil. Considering about 10-year latency period between physical activity and cancers, we estimated that about 3.3% (14,000 cases) of all cancers could be potentially avoided.

In conclusion, our estimates suggest that physical activity may play an important role in cancer prevention strategies by avoiding up to 12% of postmenopausal breast cancers and 19% of colon cancers in Brazil. Alternative scenarios considering plausible increases in physical activity level showed limited to moderate impact on cancer prevention, suggesting that high levels of physical activity are required to obtain a sizable impact on breast and colon cancer prevention in Brazil.
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[^2]: ^\*^ PAF and avoidable cases accounting only for postmenopausal breast cancer in women and colon cancer; PAF: population attributable fraction; NA: not applicable.

[^3]: ^\*^ PIF and avoidable cases accounting only for postmenopausal breast cancer and colon cancer. \*\* Insufficient physical activity defined as \<600 MET-min/week. \# physical activity levels in Brazil as observed in the most active federative unit (Minas Gerais for women and Amapá for men); ± physical activity level in women was increased to levels observed in men (reference group).

[^4]: PA: physical activity; PAF: population attributable fraction; PIF: population impact fraction. TMREL: theoretical minimum risk exposure level; NA: not applicable.

[^5]: ^\*^ PIF and avoidable cases accounting only for postmenopausal breast cancer and colon cancer. \*\* Insufficient physical activity defined as \<600 MET-min/week. \# physical activity levels in Brazil as observed in the most active federative unit (Minas Gerais for women and Amapá for men); ± physical activity level in women was increased to levels observed in men (reference group).

[^6]: PA: physical activity; PAF: population attributable fraction; PIF: population impact fraction. TMREL: theoretical minimum risk exposure level; NA: not applicable.

[^7]: ^§^We used projected cancer cases for 2025 to account for about 10-year latency period between physical activity and breast and colon cancers.
